As the International Year of Crystallography is going on, the crystallographic community is actively involved in a number of activities and events to connect crystallography and society. The European Area, where the seminal discoveries took place, combines the traditional out-reach activities carried out during the last few years with several new activities to make crystallography and crystallization attractive to the public in general. The crystal growing competitions, involving high schools, organized since 2008 in Spain, are in 2014 very popular in the ECA Area. Since 2011, a Summer Scientific Campus has been held at the University of Oviedo in which the students develop a research project that incorporates crystallography as the core theme (X-Ray diffraction in the Forensic Science, Crystallisation and Mineralogy Workshops) [1]. An extension of that is the Spanish program for IYCr2014 “Science, Crystals and Society” [2]. For the European activities, the ECA Executive Committee created the IYCr2014 Coordination Committee, to gather initiatives in the ECA area and to be a link with the IUCr worldwide supervision of IYCr2014. “Discovering”, “Getting involved” and “Communicating” are the three key points to connect scientists and society. The main objective of this project is to integrate and disseminate the science of crystallography into the European society, particularly among students, boosting the European dimension of the Project. “Discovering”, “Getting involved” and “Communicating” are the three key points that will connect scientists and society. This European platform (http://www.iycr2014.eu) and the associated social networks content are the European links between crystallography and society using a number of tools: A dedicated IP/TV, ITunesU Chanel, or the Google Course Builder tool platform. Acknowledgements: Financial support from Ministerio de Economía y Competitividad de España (MAT2010-15094, Factoría de Cristalización–Consolider Ingenio 2010) and ERDF.
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